
The Roadrunner Card acceptance network within the
PACE Drive App is expanding throughout Germany

Karlsruhe/Gevelsberg, 28.02.2024 – Since spring 2022, the fuel card operator Roadrunner and
PACE Telematics have been working successfully in the field of fuel card digitization. The
Roadrunner fuel card is integrated into the PACE Drive App, which is based on Europe’s leading and
independent platform Connected Fueling. Currently, the Roadrunner Fuel and Service Card
acceptance network spans approximately 1,700 stations across Germany. Now, more and more
participants and acceptance partners in this network like Q1, Willer, Mönneke, among others, are
activating the Roadrunner card within the PACE Drive App.

“With PACE, we have an innovative partner at our side who supports us in driving forward our
digitalization processes in the field of digital payments and in keeping our finger on the pulse of the
times,” explains Ingo Meyer, Managing Director of Roadrunner Service GmbH. “We are delighted
that more and more acceptance partners are recognizing the added value of mobile payment and
see it as a secure, flexible and convenient alternative to conventional payment methods for our
customers and that they opt to join us on this journey.”

Philip Blatter, Managing Director and Founder of PACE Telematics GmbH, adds: “The growing
activation of the Roadrunner Card in the PACE Drive App signifies another crucial step in our
mission to simplify digital payments. Through our strong strategic partnership with Roadrunner, we
are setting new benchmarks in the mobility industry and are promoting a seamless digital refueling
experience together.”

About PACE Telematics & Connected Fueling

The open Connected Fueling platform, operated by PACE Telematics (Karlsruhe, Germany), enables
seamless mobile payment directly at the fuel pump through a uniform, cost-saving integration of all



partners with the Connected Fueling cloud system. The independent platform is open to all
petroleum companies, service station operators, fuel card issuers and POS system providers.
Additionally, the platform offers automobile manufacturers and app developers flexible interfaces
and easily integratable Software Development Kits (SDKs) to incorporate the mobile payment
functionality into their systems. For more information, please visit www.connectedfueling.com.
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